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INTRODUCTION

The accurate determination of tumor size is crucial for 
staging, prognosticating, and deciding the choice of 
treatment options for breast cancer.[1] The methods for 
preoperative tumor measurement include a clinical 
examination, mammography, and ultrasonogram. The 
accuracy of these modalities has been studied by numerous 
authors with varying results.[2‑6] The limitations of those 
studies include small sample size and number of modalities 
used.[2,3,6] None of the studies compared all three modalities. 
Presently, there are no standard rules for measuring the 
T status in breast cancer (personal communication from 

Defining the T status in breast cancer: Where 
do we stand?

Dr. M. Gress, RHIT, CTR, AJCC Technical Specialist, dated 
8/1/2016).

Objective
The objectives of this study were as follows:
1. To assess the accuracy of these three modalities in 

estimating the tumor size in breast cancer patients 
in vivo

2. To determine the fallacy of pathological T size in a 
formalin‑fixed specimen due to its shrinkage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was conducted in 134 histologically proven breast 
cancer patients who were to undergo a modified radical 
mastectomy in the Department of Surgical Oncology, Center 
for Oncology, Government Royapettah Hospital and Kilpauk 
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ABSTRACT

Background: Tumor size in breast cancer is a key factor for staging, prognosticating, and deciding the choice of treatment. Currently, 
there are no standard rules for measuring the T status in breast cancer. The purpose of this study was to determine an accurate method to 
evaluate the T status by various parameters compared with the actual size in fresh specimens. Materials and Methods: This prospective 
study was conducted on 134 breast cancer patients scheduled to undergo a modified radical mastectomy. The paired t‑test was used 
for analyses. Results: Using a paired t‑test, the differences in tumor size as measured by physical examination (P ≤ 0.001) and in the 
formalin‑fixed specimen (P ≤ 0.001) when compared with the postoperative fresh specimen were highly significant. These differences 
indicated that the physical examination and formalin‑fixed specimen measurements were inaccurate in estimating tumor size. Tumor 
size, as measured by a mammogram and ultrasonogram when compared with the referenced P = 0.077 and 0.149, respectively, showed 
that the ultrasonogram is the most accurate method of determining tumor size in vivo. The mean percentage decrease in size of the 
formalin‑fixed specimen was 7.8, which was significant enough to downstage two patients from T2 to T1 and seven patients from 
T3 to T2. Conclusion: An ultrasonogram is the most accurate way of defining tumor size in vivo as measured in postoperative fresh 
specimens. Tumor shrinkage with formalin fixation may give a false T status.
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Medical College, between August 2013 and December 2015. 
Among these patients, 48 of them received three to four 
courses of neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Patients with fungating 
masses and previous lumpectomies were excluded. All of the 
134 patients underwent a preoperative assessment of tumor 
size within 15 days of the definitive surgery. The largest 
diameter of the tumor was measured by clinical examination, 
mammogram, and ultrasonogram. This study was approved 
by the Ethical Committee, Kilpauk Medical College, Chennai. 
Informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Measurement by a physical examination was done using 
a vernier caliper. Both a standard craniocaudal view and 
medial‑lateral oblique projections were done using a digital 
mammography instrument (Allenger’s mammography). 
The single largest diameter in both of the views was 
recorded. Ultrasonogram was performed by an experienced 
radiologist on a MyLab Six ultrasound unit using a 
7–12 MHz broadband probe.

After the modified radical mastectomy, the breast specimens 
were immediately examined and cut sagittally into parallel 
slices of approximately 1 cm in thickness. The largest diameter 
of the tumor was measured using a vernier caliper. Then, the 
entire specimen was immersed in 10% of buffered formalin. 
After 24 h, the measurement was again done using the vernier 
caliper. In patients without a clinically palpable tumor and 
no gross tumor in fresh specimen following neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy, an examination under a microscope was done 
to evaluate the size of the residual tumor, if any.

To eliminate interobserver variation, the measurements of 
all 134 patients were recorded by the same surgeon and 
radiologist.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was done after tabulating the results using 
IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0. (Armonk, 
NY: IBM Corp). A paired t‑test was applied by calculating 
the differences between each pair and testing whether or not 
the mean difference of each pair was different from zero.

RESULTS

The median patient age was 50 years (range: 24–80 years). 
The histological type of tumor was infiltrating ductal 
carcinoma in 130 patients (97.02%) and infiltrating lobular 
carcinoma in the remaining four patients (2.98%) [Table 1]. 
Table 2 shows the tumor size calculated by various methods.

Table 3 shows that, in the calculation of the Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient, there is a good linear correlation 
between these three modalities with the postoperative fresh 
specimen size. However, mere correlation does not indicate 

the accuracy of the modality in tumor size measurement for 
which a paired t‑test was applied.

Table 4 shows that the P values for the comparison of 
tumor size in the clinical examination with tumor size in 
the fresh specimen and formalin‑fixed specimen size with 
fresh specimen size are highly significant, suggesting that 
a clinical examination and formalin‑fixed specimen are not 
accurate in determining tumor size. The size measurement 
by a mammogram, when compared with a fresh specimen, 
shows a P = 0.077. The ultrasonogram size had good 
concordance with the fresh specimen size (P = 0.149).

Table 5 shows that among the modalities compared, the 
ultrasonogram value was the closest to the real pathological 
size (fresh).

Table 1: Patient tumor characteristics

Feature Value

Age (year)
Median (range) 50 (24-80)
Histologic subtype (%)
Infiltrating ductal carcinoma 130 (97.02)
Infiltrating lobular carcinoma 4 (2.98)
Grade, n (%)

1 61 (45.5)
2 51 (38)
3 22 (16.4)

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy, n (%)
Yes 48 (35.8)
No 86 (64.2)

Table 2: Tumor size by various methods

Methods Total number Range (mm) Mean (mm) SD

Clinical 134 117.04 46.43 21.55
Mammogram 134 84.40 34.72 15.78
Ultrasonogram 134 76.90 32.06 14.75
Fresh specimen 134 76.40 33.33 16.04
Formalin-fixed 134 71.79 30.70 14.41
SD: Standard deviation

Table 3: Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) in 
comparison with fresh specimen

Parameters r P

Clinical examination 0.867 <0.001
Mammogram 0.893 <0.001
Ultrasonogram 0.868 <0.001
Formalin-fixed specimen 0.990 <0.001

Table 4: Paired t‑test in comparison with fresh specimen

Parameters SD t P*

Clinical examination 11.06 13.71 <0.001
Mammogram 7.24 1.76 0.077
Ultrasonogram 7.78 −1.451 0.149
Formalin-fixed specimen 2.70 −11.252 <0.001
t=Paired t-test value: *P<0.01,	highly	significant,	*P=0.011‑0.05,	significant,	
*P=0.051‑1.00,	not	significant.	SD:	Standard	deviation
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Among the patients who received neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy, two patients had no measurable tumor by 
a clinical examination, but a residual lesion was present on a 
mammogram in one patient and on an ultrasonogram in one 
patient. In two other patients, who had a clinically palpable 
lump after chemotherapy, no residual tumor was found 
both radiologically or postoperatively in either patient.

The mean tumor size in the fresh specimen and after 
the formalin fixation was 33.33 mm (range: 0–76.4 mm) 
and 30.7 mm (range: 0–71.79 mm), respectively. The 
mean difference between these two parameters was 
2.62 mm (range: 0.89–14.12 mm). The mean percentage 
in shrinkage of the specimen after the formalin fixation 
was 7.8 (range: 2.39–26.82%). Table 6 shows that among 
the 91 patients who were in the T2 category in the fresh 
measurement, two patients (2.2%) were downstaged to T1 
after the formalin fixation and seven patients (35%) in T3 
were downstaged to T2.

DISCUSSION

Tumor size in breast cancer is an important prognostic 
factor.[1] The accurate assessment of tumor size is crucial, 
as it influences the choice of primary treatment and helps 
to decide on adjuvant treatment. The issue of discrepancy 
in tumor size measurement by various methods has been 
addressed in numerous studies, and there are currently 
no definitive guidelines for measuring the true T status of 
breast cancer.[2,3,6] The present study attempted to estimate 
the accuracy of physical examination, mammogram, 
ultrasonogram, and formalin fixation of specimens in 
estimating the correct T size by comparing them with the 
size in fresh postoperative specimens.

A good Pearson’s correlation does not mean that there 
is greater agreement between the compared methods 

because it is dependent on the range of chosen values, a 
wide range guaranteeing a good coefficient.[5,7] In our study, 
all the four methods (clinical examination, mammogram, 
ultrasonogram, and formalin‑fixed specimen) showed good 
correlation based on the Pearson’s correlation coefficient; 
however, they are not accurate methods in determining the 
correct T status. Kald et al. emphasized this in their study.[5]

Clinical examination often leads to overestimation of the 
tumor size.[3,4,6,8] The reason for this overestimation may 
be due to the fact that measurements by palpation are 
2‑fold, including the thickness of the skin and surrounding 
soft tissues, which is not deducted typically.[3] Dixon et al. 
attempted to correct this by subtracting the thickness of the 
skin, fat, and subcutaneous tissue in the corresponding area 
in the contralateral breast from the clinical measurement 
obtained using calipers.[3] This adjusted clinical size in their 
study never differed by more than a fraction of a centimeter 
from the actual size.[3] This approach was not validated 
in further studies. In our study, clinical examinations 
overestimated tumor size by a mean of 13.10 mm, similar 
to the studies by Dixon et al., Pain et al., Choi et al., and 
Verma et al.[3,4,6,8]

In our present study, mammograms overestimated tumor 
size by a mean of 1.12 mm, as shown in studies by Fornage 
et al. and Heusinger et al.[2,9] This overestimation may be 
attributed to the difficulty in mammographic measurements 
because of poor demarcation of the tumor opacity in 
dense breasts as mentioned in the study by Fornage et al.[2] 
Ultrasonograms underestimated tumor size by a mean 
of 0.976 mm in our study in concordance with studies 
of Kald et al., Choi et al., and Verma et al.[5,6,8] In a recent 
study by Gruber et al., ultrasonograms underestimated 
the tumor size by a mean of 8 mm.[10] In their study, they 
state that this underestimation may be due to varying 
individual interpretations of malignancy criteria, such as 
the hyperechoic margin of a tumor and dorsal acoustic 
attenuation, by different sonologists.[10] However, in our 
study, the measurements were recorded by the same 
radiologist, eliminating the bias.

By paired t‑test, the differences in tumor size as measured 
by a physical examination and in a formalin‑fixed specimen 
when compared with a postoperative fresh specimen 
value were highly significant (P ≤ 0.001), indicating that 
both modalities were not a good method to estimate 
tumor size. Tumor size as measured by a mammogram 
and ultrasonogram, when compared with the reference, 
had a P = 0.077 and 0.149, respectively. This showed 
that ultrasonogram was the most accurate method of 
determining tumor size.

A recent retrospective study by Jiang et al. involving 
1296 patients, concluded that preoperative measurements 

Table 5: Mean difference in comparison with fresh 
specimen (mm)

Mean difference

Clinical examination 13.10
Mammogram 1.12
Ultrasonogram −0.976
Formalin-fixed specimen −2.63

Table 6: T size comparison between fresh and 
formalin‑fixed specimen (number of patients)

T stage Fresh 
specimen

T stage 
change

Formalin‑fixed 
specimen

T1* 23 T2 to T1=2 25
T2† 91 T3 to T2=7 96
T3‡ 20 - 13
Total 134 134
*T1≤20	mm,	†T2>20	mm	to	≤50	mm,	‡T3>50 mm
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tend to overestimate the actual tumor size by a mean 
of 5 mm.[11] Pathological size was measured in the 
postoperative fresh specimen within 1 h following resection 
with a standard ruler.[11] This overestimation in tumor size 
has been attributed to infiltration and/edema around the 
tumor.[11] In this retrospective study, all patients were not 
imaged using all of the imaging modalities, and a paired 
t‑test was used for presurgical and postsurgical sizes. Ours 
is a prospective study where all patients were imaged using 
both a mammogram and ultrasonogram.

Formalin processing has shown to alter tumor dimensions in 
many solid organ cancers, including the lung, gastrointestinal 
system, oral cavity, vulva, and breast.[12‑16] In their study on 
the effect of tissue fixation and processing on breast cancer 
size, Pritt et al. and Yeap et al. have documented a decrease 
in the size of the specimen after the formalin fixation.[16,17] In 
a study by Horn and Naugler, the formalin fixation did not 
have an effect on tumor size.[18] The difference between the 
fixed state and unfixed state was 3 mm. Our study found 
that the postfixation size reduction was significant enough 
to downstage the tumor stage from T2–T1 in two patients 
and T3–T2 in seven patients. This finding significantly 
affects both the adjuvant treatment modality and the 
analysis of results.

One of the limitations of this study is the small sample 
size. Another limitation of this study is that magnetic 
resonance imaging has not been included as an imaging 
modality because its role in measuring tumor size has not 
been standardized.

CONCLUSION

Ultrasonogram is the most accurate way of defining the 
tumor size in vivo when compared with a postoperative 
fresh specimen. The fixation of the specimen in formalin 
reduces the tumor size, which is significant enough to 
influence the adjuvant treatment decisions and analysis of 
results. We recommend that the tumor size in the fresh state, 
which is the real size, should be considered for pathological 
staging. Furthermore, larger studies are needed to validate 
this finding. Once validated, this may bring a paradigm shift 
in tumor measurement guidelines.
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